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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SummaryThis session will provide an overview of how the UK Offshore oil and gas industry operates with respect for the marine environment.  After a quick introduction to the industry and its main environmental impacts, the current regulatory framework will be outlined.   Issues such as net environmental benefit; the need for of a detailed understanding of the industry and the importance of keeping abreast of changes in scientific understanding of the marine environment in order to make correct decisions will all be considered.  The presentation will outline what the future of environmental management might look like and how this might influence the way in which the industry operates.COME agendaAim:To consider the role of education and continuing professional development in contributing to the longterm care of offshore marine environment at all phases of a ship’s and an offshore installation’slife‐cycle.Session 1 - Status of environmental carePresentation 1.1: “Present approach to environmental care in the marine industry”Douglas Lang, Anglo Eastern Ship ManagementPresentation 1.2: “Present approach to environmental care in the offshore industry”Michelle Horsfield, British PetroleumPresentation 1.3: “IMO regulatory trends”Jonathan Morley, Lloyd’s Register



A primer to the offshore industry 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick overview of environmental impacts of offshore oil and gas industry using poster/ photos.Key messages:Large equipmentLong lead times – built for 25 year+Issues of deck space/ jacket weight constraintsHighly regulated – safety case + env permitsBP is a responsible operator.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photos to show some of the industry Left photo = drilling derrickRight photo = moonpool 
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Presentation Notes
New FPSO for the Schiehallion field, called the Glen Lyon being built in Korea.  Note turret system.  Go through each environmental impactThings to mention:1) Operates in harsh environment: wave regime damaged bow on previous FPSO2) Previous vessel had TBT Anti-fouling paint.  Perspectives on Environment change: now considered bad for the environment.  We will be removing this at dry dock.3) For the movements of both vessels in and out of the field BP will be doing things that are not a requirement, but do demonstrate our compliance with the spirit of the regulation in that they will be ‘classed and flagged’.



Present approach 

• Net environmental benefit not always considered 

• Know what we need to do: clear framework exists 

• Industry has areas of complexity that need detailed understanding 

− spill planning 

− Significant aspects 

• Understanding of marine environment changes 

− MPA’s 

− impact of offshore structures as reefs 

− Ocean acidification 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prescriptive regulation not risk reduction focus.  Therefore, net environmental benefit not considered. Discuss example of produced water – might not want oil in sea, but in order to reinject, need to add chemicals.  Environmental impact of chemical manufacture not inconsiderable.There is a clear regulatory framework in the UK.  Often approaches here are adopted by other countries. Push point about need to understand the detail for example – a) current focus on oil spill planning yet many not aware that we operate in mature basin where only 968 wells can flow on their own, and of them, only 21 wells flow greater than 5,000 bpd. B) prescriptive approach forces on all regulation equally even though some areas may warrant greater focus as they have greater environmental risk.  Significant aspects often dealt with in same manner as aspects that do not have the same impact on the environment. Therefore, issue with likelihood and proportionality. Our understanding of the marine environment poor compared to terrestrial – science constantly finding new information.  That understanding will change the way in which we operate. Personally, would like to see an integrated approach to management of the environment, rather than existing prescriptive approach.  
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